1. **What is the first thing that comes to mind when you think of the UC San Diego Library?**

- A plethora of books, studying space, spending way too much time there in a single day due to putting off assignments for too long and then finally completing them the day that an assignment is due.
- Studying
- The first thing that comes to mind to me when I think of the UC San Diego Library is the grand architecture that encompasses all of the helpful resources and study spaces that help our students, faculty, and community thrive.
- I think about all the facilities and resources that the UCSD library has, like TLC, the Writing Hub, study rooms, etc.
- The absolute best place to study on campus
- Silent study spaces!
- Study spaces and resources.
- The Geisel library building shape, or the comfortable spaces inside each floor
- The glass windows that overlook campus.
- When I think about the UC San Diego Library I think about how fascinating it is because of it's rare architecture and how it gets quieter as you move up floors.
- Dr. Seuss!
- I think of it (or more like remember it as) a place to chill in-between classes and study!
- A place to get my work done with or without discussion.
- A place to study.
- The unique architecture, studying at odd hours to get assignments done
- The mirrored windows
- Its unique and iconic structure and shape.
- A good place to study
- The overnight study commons for in a quiet space
- Reliable study space
- death (by studying)

2. **In question 1, are you referring to Geisel Library, the Biomedical Library Building (BLB), or the Library more generally?**

- Geisel Library 80.95% 17
- Biomedical Library Building 0.00% 0
- The Library in general 19.05% 4

3. **If you are a freshman unfamiliar with the UC San Diego Library, please share something you appreciated about a previous public or high school library you’ve used.**

- Something I always appreciate in libraries are the sitting spaces created around the books. The more comfortable and welcoming the environment in the library is, the more I will spend time there.
- With my high school library, I appreciated having a welcoming and productive environment for studying, and I appreciated the help of kind and knowledgeable librarians in finding wonderful materials for both research projects and recreational reading!
- I used to go to Qingdao's public library for self-study or group study because when I studied there, I could easily and conveniently locate the resource needed for my study. One thing for this library I would like to point out is that each floor is designated with a particular group of readers based on their purposes like the 1st floor for general browsing, 2nd floor for introductory browsing, 3rd floor for intermediate browsing, 4th floor for advanced browsing, and 5th floor for expert/research browsing.
- I'm not a freshman, but I love how my city's library has a seed bank service!
- Cool fiction books